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Making a Swidden 

By Bonifacio Monos (1956) 

1. Mag=-oma di ngani garasan dazon 
INF,sF=swidden CMP this cut.undergrowth=RF,NB IMM 

kay.haslang ward di makn=ueg*. 
so.that NEG CMP ABL,SF,NB=steal 

2. Paghkamhan pagzgaras hadhad~an * di 
whenzfinish ~N~=cut.undergrowth fell.tree=RF,NB CMP 

3. Din' pen an=sonog tadtadzen* nami 
NEG INC sF,N~=burn s~ash.into.small.pieces=OF,~~ II,l,P,EX 

kay.dazaw d=om=ali !a lopd ya mga sagbet. 
so.that ~U&=SF,NB=_ o earth T PL undergrowth 

4. Pagh=knmhan pagztadtad sonog=on di dazaw 
whenzfinish l~~=slash.into.small.pieces burn=OF,NB CMP so.that 

ma=horot ya sagbs pag=h=sonog. 
ST,SF,NB=~~~ T undergrowth INF=ST=bum 

5. Pagkazkamhan pag=sonog dorokan d i  
whenzfinish l~F=burn clear.debris=~~NB CMP 

6. Pagka--kmhan pag=dorok tamn=an ka bozagr daw 
whenzfinish lNF=clear.debris plant=RF,NB 0 camote and 

saging daw 1aba.G. 
banana and tobacco 

7. Hinangzan nami ya oma ka la=lagkaway*. 
m a k e / d o = ~ ~ , N ~  II,l,P,EX T swidden 0 cv=house=~rM 

1. When we make a 
swidden the first thing we 
do is cut down the under- 
growth so that no one can 
steal the place we've 
chosen. 

2. When we finish cutting 
down the undergrowth we 
fell the trees so that the 
undergrowth can be quick- 
ly burned off. 

3. Before we burn it we 
slash the undergrowth 
into small pieces so that it 
will burn quickly. 

4. When we are finished 
slashing it  we burn it so 
that the undergrowth is to- 
tally burned off. 

5. When it is finished 
burning we clear off the 
debris. 

6. After clearing off the 
debris we plant camote 
and bananas and tobacco. 

7. We then build a 
small house in the swid- 
den. 



Mamanwa Texts 

Cultural and Linguistic Notes on MAKING A SWlDDEN 

Title. pug-oma refers to making a new clearing for a field using the slash and burn method 
(bingin). Most of the eleven families living in sifio Pangaylan in the 1960s and 1970s made 
their fields on the steep slopes of a particular mountain north of the sirio. The Mamanwa 
name for the mountain is Malawmawen. Although they can plant and harvest any month of 
the year, it is usually in Febmaly that they begin to clear a field. As enumerated in sentence 
6, the crops they plant are camote, bananas, and tobacco. In addition, some families also 
plant eggplant, beans and squash, and the Mamanwas in Toyatoya plant peanuts. It would 
seem from this list of crops that the Mamanwas would have plenty to eat, but crop failure 
due to lack of rain or too much rain, crop damage by rats and monkeys, and common 
thievery reduce most families to subsistence level throughout the year. 

1. ward. di makaireg 'no one can steal the place we've chosen'. Cutting the undergrowth in 
preparation for felling large trees to clear the area for a field is the equivalent of making 
prior claim to the area. Although not forcefully taken by another, there was gradual 
encroachment into the area and at times the Mamanwas were unwittingly deceived into 
giving up the swidden they had worked hard to cut out of the forest. 

2. hadhadan 'fell a tree'. Mamanwas use an ax or two-man saw to fell large trees to clear land 
in the mountains for their fields. If the tree is unusually large, they will build a platform 
and saw through the trunk from a height of two or more meters. Other tools are a bolo 
(lodzo) and a weeding bolo (dazopak), which resembles a garden trowel. 

3. fadfaden 'slash into small pieces'. Other cutting words are: 

hiwa 'slice' 
ofod 'cut across' 
pikns 'cut lengthwise' 

6 bomg 'camote'. There are more than thirty varieties of camote grown by Mamanwas in both 
Surigao and Agusan. Some varieties yield a crop in six months, some produce a crop in 
four months, and still other varieties are ready to harvest in three months. Corn (mais) is 
also planted in a newly cleared area. Both camote and cassava (kalibn') are used to make 
lidgid, a food prepared by grating, squeezing out the liquid, adding coconut and sugar, 
wrapping this mixture in banana leaves, and placing it in a pot half full of water to boil for 
W45 minutes. 

7. hlagkaway 'small house' formed by reduplication of the initial cv of the word lagkaw 'house' 
with co-ocurrence of the suffur -ay 'diminutive'. This small field house is built somewhere 
on the site of the swidden. It is big enough for several people to sleep in or find shelter 
when it rains. It is more permanent than the lean-to shelters (fal-ob), which Mamanwas 
quickly construct to sleep in when they are on fishing or hunting trips. 




